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COMMUNICATION TECHNICS 

Traffic parameters research of a centralized VoD system 
Jordan I. Nenkov, Lidia T. Jordanova  

 

Video on demand (VoD) is one of the most popular services provided by the cable TV networks. 
Ensuring quality VoD service is associated with increased demands on network architecture in terms 
of necessary transmission bit rate required for transferring of video information to the subscribers. In 
this article, the results from analysis of the influence of the main traffic parameters over the necessary 
bit rate in different network areas of a centralized VoD system are shown. Based on statistical 
evaluation of the collected information some distribution laws and their random parameters involved 
in the system traffic model are defined. The main field of research are average movie duration, daily 
traffic and the deviation limits of the following parameters: penetration ratio of the VoD service in a 
cluster region, average number of attempts for a normal and interactive movie request from a 
household and average interactive request time of a normal and interactive request for a movie. 

Изследване на трафичните параметри на VoD система от централизиран тип (Йор-
дан И. Ненков, Лидия Т. Йорданова). Видеото по заявка (VoD) е една от най-популярните услу-
ги, предоставяни по мрежите за кабелна телевизия. Осигуряването на качествена VoD услуга 
е свързано с повишени изисквания към мрежовата архитектура по отношение на скоростта, 
необходима за пренасяне на видеоинформацията до абонатите. В тази работа са представе-
ни резултати от изследване на влиянието на основни трафични параметри върху необходима-
та обслужваща скорост в различните участъци на централизирана VoD система. На базата 
на статистическа обработка на събрана информация са определени законите на разпределе-
ние и техните параметри на няколко случайни величини, включени в трафичния модел на сис-
темата. Обекти на изследването са средната филмова продължителност, денонощният 
трафик и границите на изменение на следните параметри: степен на проникване на VoD услу-
гата в клъстерната област, среден брой опити за нормална и интерактивна заявка на филм 
от домакинство и средно време за изпълнение на нормална и интерактивна заявка за филм.  

 

Introduction 
Ensuring correct operation of the VoD system for 

significantly traffic load at different times of the day 
and year is an important factor that should be taken 
into account by the cable operators. 

When designing the VoD systems aims to achieve 
optimal distribution of video traffic on the network to 
ensure maximum efficiency and minimum cost. 

There are three basic architectures for building 
VoD systems on cable television networks - 
centralized, distributed and hybrid. For a network with 
a small number of users of VoD service is most 
suitable centralized architecture, the main advantages 
over the other two architectures are low cost and easy 
implementation. Distributed VoD and hybrid 
architectures are preferred in networks with large 
number of users, since their video traffic through the 
central grid is minimized. 

Object of study in this work is centralized VoD 
system. The aim is to establish a model for 
determining the traffic in different network areas and 
to analyze the influence of some key parameters of the 
system on the required service transmission bit rate in 
these areas. 

Centralized VoD system architecture 
In centralized VoD system architecture that is 

chosen to be of the Fiber to the Home (FTTH) type 
and is shown in Fig. 1 routers are used to direct video 
information to subscribers [1]. Central VoD router is 
located at the Head-End and directs requested streams 
to the cluster router in distribution hub. The cluster 
router forwards video streams to optical line terminal, 
which in turn shall forward video content to optical 
nodes located in close proximity to users. Each optical 
node can serve a maximum number of 125 
households. 
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 Fig.1. Architecture of а centralized FTTH network for VoD 

service distribution. 

In this figure, denoted by S is the number of server 
ports required for transmission of video information 
from the distribution hub to the optical line terminal 
(OLT). 

Determination of video traffic in key areas of 
the network 

Each VoD server is characterized by certain 
parameters, the most important of which are the 
maximum number of supported SD and HD video 
streams and disk capacity. 

Determining the server capacity required to 
calculate the necessary service transmission bit rates 
in different areas of the system introduced the 
following symbols: BRcl – the necessary bit rate per 
cluster link, BRh – the necessary bit rate per 
household, BRt – the total network bit rate and BRon – 
the necessary bit rate to service one optical node. To 
calculate these transmission bit rates are derived 
expressions: 
(1) xBRxSrBR tcl // == ,  

(2) )/(xhprSBRh = ,                         

(3) SrBRt = ,              

(4) )/(mxrSBR on = ,                       
where r is the bit rate of the video stream (we assume 
that for movies in SD format the bit rate is 3.75 Mbps 
and for the HD format movies this bit rate is 15 
Mbps), x is the number of cluster areas in the VoD 
system, h is the number of homes (flats) in one 
cluster, p is the degree of penetration of the VoD 
service in the cluster area of the system, m is the 

number of optical nodes per cluster area, S is the 
required number of server ports on the cluster router 
located in the distribution hub of the system. 

Parameter p, which gives the proportion of active 
subscribers in the cluster area using the service VoD, 
is expressed as a number in the range [0 ÷ 1]. To 
determine the number of ports of the cluster router at 
the distribution hub (S) can be used Erlang - B method 
[2]. In this method, a known probability of blocking 
PB and network traffic can determine the necessary 
number of server ports (in the method it is presented 
as the number of lines). Assumed to be blocking 
probability PB = 0,01, which meets the requirements 
for cable TV networks [3]. In the most general case 
Erlang - B method can be presented as: 
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where A is labeled with the total network traffic in 
Erlangs. To determine the value of the parameter A is 
derived the following relation: 
(6) )/()/( TtxhpZTtxhpA iinn λλ += ,  

where λn and λi is the average number of normal (n) 
and interactive (i) requests for a defined period of time 
per a household, tn and ti is the average time for 
completion of normal and of interactive request, in 
minutes, T is the peak busy period, which is also 
expressed in minutes, Z is the multicast factor (i.e. the 
number of subscribers, who request the same movie 
within a short period of time and are served by the 
same server port). 

Results of statistical data processing for some 
traffic parameters 

To determine the video traffic in key areas of the 
network of a VoD system, it is necessary to know the 
distribution law of the number of random events. The 
objects of research in this work are the average length 
of the requested movies, the twenty-four-hour video 
traffic, penetration of VoD service in the cluster area, 
the average number of normal and interactive movie 
requests for a defined period of time and the average 
execution time of normal request and interactive of a 
movie.  

Average length of requested movies 
The average length of the films in the system is an 

important parameter required in order to provide time 
during which a server port will be involved in the 
transmission of video from a server to a client. In the 
present work, it is assumed that one server port is 
transferred one video stream. 

For the research are used data about the 
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distribution of the average duration of popular 1100 
movies (550 in SD and 550 in HD format), which are 
collected for 12 months and cover 2 400 users.  
Statistical processing of the data was carried out using 
the module Data analysis of the MS Excell. 
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Fig. 2. Movie length distribution. 

In Fig. 2 the distribution law of the studied random 
variable is shown that most closely approximates a 
normal one like this: 
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From it is easy to determine that the average duration 
of the requested movie is 113,8 min.  

Twenty-Four-Hour Video Traffic Distribution 
The study of twenty-four-hour video traffic allows 

to determine the period of highest traffic T, which is 
used in an expression for determination of video 
traffic in various parts of the VoD system. 

In Fig. 3 the histogram of the twenty-four-hour 
video traffic distribution is shown. For its receipt are 
used statistical data collected on Saturdays of the 
observed six months period. In the remaining days of 
the week, minimum and maximum of video traffic 
hours coincide with this histogram by a decrease of its 
amplitude values [4]. 
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Fig.3. Twenty-four-hour VoD requests intensity. 

The study shows that the period of highest traffic 
per day is from 14:00 AM to 00:00 AM, ie T = 10 
hours = 600 minutes. 

Determination of altering the parameters p, λn and λi  
In order to research the main parameters statistical 

data for 3500 movies in SD format for a period of one 
year are collected. After processing the collected data, 
the dependence shown in Fig. 3 was obtained, which 
presents the seasonal changes of the parameters λn , λi 
and p. The analysis shows that it can be described by 
the expression: 

(8)  βα )/exp(1)( ttF −−= , 
where α and β are parameters of Weibull distribution. 
For the three sections, the parameter β accepts the 
following values: β < 1 (I), β = 1 (II) and β > 1 (III). 
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Fig. 4. Seasonal variations of p, λn and λi parameters. 

Based on the examination carried out, the 
following limits of the studied parameters variation 
are determined: p = 0,2 - 0,6; λn = 1 - 3,5; λi = 4 - 8. 

Similar researches are performed for determination 
the average normal request time (tn) and average 
interactive request time (ti) for movie and the 
following values are received: tn = 114 min and 
ti = 6  min.  

Parameters T, λn , λi , tn and ti can be most 
accurately defined by installing the respective 
software on the head end-server or on the distribution 
hubs. Initially, the 24-hour period of the day is split 
provisionally into 1440 intervals, each lasting one 
minute, and then starts the reading of the number of 
normal and interactive requests for each interval. 
After a certain time interval, the statistical information 
necessary to determine the examined parameters is 
collected. 

Results from simulation research   
The aim of this study is to determine the influence 

of multicast factor, penetration VoD service in the 
cluster area and the average number of normal/ 
interactive requests a movie from a household for a 
certain time interval on the transmission bit rate for 
each service parts of the network. 

When selecting the structure of the network, the 
requirements set in [3] and [5] are kept. Considering 
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that the maximum allowed number of subscribers in 
the network is 550 000, the number of households 
(houses, flats, small offices etc.) is selected to be 
24 000. The network comprises a head end-server and 
10 distribution hubs, each of them servicing 10 optical 
line terminals (OLT). The single OLT feeds 12 optical 
nodes, and a single optical node services 20 
households. Therefore, if we assume that every OLT 
is a single service centre (cluster), then the network 
can be presented as composed of 100 service centers, 
each of them with 240 households, i.e. h = 240 and 
x = 100. 

In this study it is assumed that all the movies are in 
SD format (r = 3,75 Mbps). If movies in both formats 
are transmitted through the system, it does not affect 
its work. The difference is only in the required service 
bit rate in the different network sections, which for 
HD movies is four times higher than that of SD 
movies.  

When selecting the appropriate value of the 
multicast factor Z, two contradictory requirements are 
considered: 1) value of Z is sufficiently large to save 
as much server ports (video streams); 2) value of Z is 
small enough to be reduced waiting time for delivery 
of the subscribers of their chosen film. In the survey 
parameter Z is changed in the range [1 ÷ 60]. 
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Fig. 5. Dependences of BRcl on Z and p. 
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Fig. 6. Dependences of BRh on Z and p. 
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Fig. 7. Dependences of BRt on Z and p. 
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Fig. 8. Dependences of BRon on Z and p. 

The figures above show how depends transmission 
bit rate of video information in different parts of the 
centralized VoD system from parameters Z and p. 

From the results obtained, the following 
conclusions can be made: 

1) The dependences of the necessary service bit 
rate in the four sectors of the centralized VoD system 
from the p parameter are linear while the influence of 
Z can be approximated by an exponential law. 

2) For the values of the parameter Z, which are less 
than 10, it is required considerably higher 
transmission bit rate of the transmitted video 
information. In the case of Z = 1 the necessary service 
bit rates are from 4 to 8 times greater than those for 
Z = 10. 

3) The graphs show that the most appropriate 
choice for the value of Z is a number that falls in the 
range of 10 to 40. Lower values of Z must be chosen 
when the goal is higher reliability of distributed 
service and higher values of Z are needed when there 
is a necessity of a minimum cost for the service.  

On the following four figures are shown the results 
of a study of the influence of parameters λn and λi on 
the necessary transmission bit rate of video 
information in different parts of the VoD system.  
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Fig. 9. Dependences of BRcl on λn and λi . 
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Fig.10. Dependences of BRh on λn and λi . 
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Fig. 11. Dependences of BRt on λn and λi . 
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Fig. 12. Dependences of BRon on λn and λi . 

The results of this study show that: 
1) The dependence of transmission bit rate of video 

information in different parts of the centralized VoD 
system from the λn and λi parameters can be 
considered as linear. 

2) The influence of λn and λi parameters on the 
transmission bit rate of video information in different 
parts of the system is similar. 

Conclusion 
The described model for studying the traffic 

characteristics of the centralized VoD system allows 
us to calculate the necessary bit rate in the different 
network sections and the minimum possible number 
of video servers by the number of serving stations and 
certain number of subscribers to them, the video 
format and the blocking probability of the system. 

The results of the studies of the main parameters of 
the traffic models are useful for planning the network 
structure in view of maintaining its availability 
regardless of the seasonal alterations of these 
parameters. 
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ELECTRONICS  

Conductivity cell model for „PSPICE” environment at  
a frequency method for contact measurement  

of liquids conductivity 
Nikolay B. Nedev 

   
Modern automated systems allow for the development of various scheme decisions in conductivity, 
eliminating the need to carry out lengthy and costly experiments in the early stage of development 
using a conductivity cell model capable of working in "PSPICE" environment and supporting current 
source with a rectangular form and zero mean value for the conversion of the conductivity of liquids. 
Presented are known in the literature models of conductivity cells. Experimental studies were carried 
out with conductivity cell immersed in standard solution of potassium chloride, and the results of the 
measured voltage were processed and presented in graphical form. Proposed is a conductivity cell 
model capable of working in a "PSPICE" environment. Presented were also simulation results of the 
proposed model of an electrochemical conductivity cell and made comparison of the metrological 
characteristics of the experimental and simulation data using graphs and tables.  

Модел на кондуктометрична клетка за „PSPICE” среда при честотен метод за кон-
тактно измерване проводимостта на течности (Николай Б. Недев). Съвременните авто-
матизирани системи дават възможност за разработка на различни схемни решения в кондук-
тометрията, премахвайки необходимостта от провеждането на бавните и скъпоструващи 
експерименти в началния етап от разработката, използвайки модел на кондуктометричната 
клетка пригоден за работа в „PSPICE” среда и опорен източник на ток с правоъгълна форма 
и нулева средна стойност, за преобразуване на проводимостта на течности. Представени са 
известни в литературата модели на кондуктометрични клетки. Проведени са експериментал-
ни изследвания с кондуктометричната клетка потопена в еталонен разтвор на калиев хлорид,  
резултатите от измереното напрежение са обработени и представени в графичен вид. Пред-
ложен е модел на кондуктометрична клетка пригоден за работа в „PSPICE” среда. Предста-
вени са симулационни резултати на предложения модел на електрохимична кондуктометрич-
на клетка и е направено съпоставяне на метрологичните характеристики на експериментал-
ните и симулационните данни, с помощта на графики и таблици. 

 

I. Introduction 
The importance of using standardized solutions, 

tempering of an experiment, correction of 
experimental data towards ambient temperature and 
observing the conditions for safe operation when 
working with chemicals, makes the development of 
means for measuring the conductivity of aqueous 
solutions, as well as their experimental study a 
complex and costly operation. Therefore, appropriate 
is the use of modern automated development tools in 
electronics, in particular, the widespread programming 
environment "PSPICE". 

One of the main problems with using "PSPICE" in 
conductivity is related to the application of an 
appropriate model of conductivity cell. The peculiarity 

of this model is that both the configuration and the 
values of model parameters vary depending on 
construction, materials used, the operating mode of 
the cell and solution concentration. 

In the direction of solving these problems is the 
current work aimed at developing of a model of 
conductivity cell operating in the chain of frequency-
modulated source of supporting current [1], [3].  

II. Analysis  
There exist models of electrochemical conductivity 

cell reflecting the flow of electrical and chemical 
reactions in the measurement of conductivity for 
different methods, as well as depending on the 
supporting signal, the type of the cell, solution, etc. 
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In Fig. 1 literature [7] presented is the equivalent 
diagram of the electrochemical cell in which the 
active resistance Rkk was reported, reflecting the 
conductivity and the capacity C 'of the double electric 
layer at the electrode-solution border.  

 
Fig. 1. Equivalent diagram of electrochemical conductivity 

cell. 

In Fig. 2 literature [6], presented is the equivalent 
diagram of tehe electrochemical conductivity cell, in 
which reported is the electrochemical reaction of the 
electrode upon immersion of the conductivity cell in a 
standardized solution, without supplying the cell with 
a standardized signal. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Equivalent diagram of the conductivity cell, at 
which reported is the electrochemical reaction of the 

electrode. 

In Fig. 2 C 'and C`` are the capacities of the double 
electric layer at the border electrode-solution, R `and 
R `` is the resistance of discharge from entering of the 
discharge ions or electrons through the double electric 
layer and Rkk is the active resistance of the solution. 

In Fig. 3 literature [6] presented is the equivalent 
diagram of the electrochemical conductivity cell in 
which reported is the concentration polarization 
occurring in the system electrode-solution upon 
immersion of the conductivity cell in a standardized 
solution and its supply with constant standardized 
signal (DC voltage). 

In Fig. 3 C ' there appears the capacity of the 
double electric layer at the electrode-solution border, 
R `is the resistance of the discharge from entering of 
the discharge ions or electrons through the double 
electric layer, Rk is additional resistance formed in the 
diffusion layer created by the polarization, and Rkk is 
the active resistance of the solution.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Equivalent diagram of conductivity cell at which 
reported is the electrochemical reaction of the electrode. 

In Fig. 4 literature [6] presented is the equivalent 
diagram of the electrochemical conductivity cell 

comprising the presented above equivalent circuits 
and applied to the immersion of the conductive cell in 
the standardized solution, supplying with AC the 
standardized sinusoidal signal (AC voltage). 

 

 
 Fig. 4. Equivalent diagram of electrochemical cell. 

In Fig. 4 C is the capacity of the double electric 
layer at the electrode-solution border, Rl is a 
resistance formed as a result of adsorption of ions, 
atoms or molecules on the electrode surface, Ro is the 
resistance associated with current exchange and 
resistance Rs and Cs capacity reflect the concentration 
polarization.  

Presented models of electrochemical conductivity 
cells reflecting theoretically in varying degree 
electrical and chemical processes occurring while 
measuring the conductivity of liquids is impractical 
for use in "PSPICE" environment, mainly because of 
insufficient information about the range of change in 
the values of the elements constituting the model, as 
well as due to the fact that they reflect a pattern of cell 
operating in modes other than that, subject of study. 
This involves research aimed at finding a suitable 
model of electrochemical conductivity cell operating 
in the mode of frequency modulated pulse current 
source and suitable for use in a "PSPICE" 
environment.  

Experimental research for determining of the 
reaction of a standard electrochemical conductivity 
cell in puls mode 

Respecting studies with some limitations arising 
from the practice, technological capabilities and 
related conditions of measurement, namely: 
conductivity cell is supplied with a bipolar pulse 
current with an amplitude +502,93μA and -504,8μA 
(consistent with the size of the supplying voltages 
and input measuring range), of rectangular form and 
current switching frequency to the load in a series of 
100Hz and 1kHz (consistent with the operating 
frequency of the measuring transducer [1], the 
dynamic capabilities of the sources of current [2] and 
avoidance of the reduction of the polarization effect 
at high frequency described in the literature [6]) 
using rectangular voltage generator SFG-2110 with 
duty cycle 50% and a scheme to convert the voltage 
into current; oscilloscope HAMEG 2008; 
standardized solution of KCl: 01.01.03 / SOD 173/3  
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k=140,8mS/m, 0.01D KCl; conductivity cell with a 
constant of 0.9 cm-1, electrodes made of stainless steel 
1.4571 (316Ti) and body cell made of Teflon, suitable 
for measuring range from 10us/cm to 100ms/cm 
(consistent with the technological capabilities). 

Series of experiments are conducted as per the 
block diagram presented in Fig. 5, at an ambient 
temperature of 25ОС, with which one eliminates the 
need of correction of the results obtained towards the 
temperature.

 
Fig. 5. Block diagram for the conducting of the 

experimental part. 

 
Fig. 6. Processed experimental results at an operating frequency of 100Hz. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Processed experimental results at an operating frequency of 1kHz. 
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The average bipolar pulse current of rectangular 
form is -1,87μA, offset recorded in the data 
processing. The data obtained from the voltage 
measured on the cell are processed by the method of 
processing multiple direct measurements presented in 
the literature [4]:  

- Experimental data are arranged in ascending 
order 

- Excluded are  gross errors; 
- Found and excluded are systematic errors; 
- Defined is the arithmetic average of the 

adjusted results from the monitoring iy ; 
-  Defined is a standard square deviation of the 

corrected monitoring results; 
- Defined is an average square deviation of average 

arithmetic 
_
y   monitoring results; 

- Checked is the hypothesis for the type of 
distribution of the monitoring results iy ; 

- Defined are the confidence limits of random 
errors of measurement results in an established type of 
law of distribution and a confidence coefficient γ  is 
accepted; 

- Determined are the limits of the non-excluded 
systematic error; 

- Determined are confidence limits limy∆ of the 
sum error of the measurement result. 

The results processed are presented in Fig.  6 (at a 
frequency of 100Hz) and respectively, in Fig. 7 (at a 

frequency of 1kHz) as follows 95.0,lim =±
−

γyy .  

PSPICE model of the electrochemical 
conductivity cell operating in the circuit of the 
frequency – modulated support current source. 

In Fig. 8 offered is a model of electrochemical 
conductivity cell fit for application in a „PSPICE” 
environment for frequency method upon contact 
measurement of the conductivity, supplying a cell 
with bipolar pulse current with a rectangular form and 
zero average, as for the conductivity is judged on the 
value of the voltage on the cell, reporting part of the 
electrical and chemical processes running upon 
measurement of the conductivity of liquids. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Model of electrochemical conductivity cell. 

The active resistance of the solution was reported 
with application of Rkk resistor equal to 639,2 Ω, 

corresponding to conductivity cell used with constant 
0.9 cm-1 immersed in a standardized solution of KCl 
of 1,408 mS / cm. 
    The capacity of the double electric layer at the 
electrode-solution border was reported with the 
application of capacitors C and C '`` whose capacity 
varies within the range of 20μF to 40μF, seeing them 
as flat capacitors, as proposed in the literature [5]. 
     Experimentally obtained shift of the output voltage 
of the the zero axis, respectively with: 
-  +0,73 V, when switching the current to the 
load with 100Hz; 
-  +0,62 V, when switching the current to the 
load with 1kHz; 
 was reported using a constant  voltage source V. As 
for limiting the current through a DC voltage source in 
series with it is switched resistor R, in turn 
determining the amplitude of the measured signal. 

Simulation results determining the response for 
the proposed model of electrochemical conductivity 
cell suitable for use in a "PSPICE" environment 
and comparing it with experimental results 
obtained. 

Conductivity cell is powered by bipolar pulsed 
current with amplitude +502,93μA and -504,8μA 
(consistent with the size of the supplying voltage and 
input measuring range), of rectangular form and 
switching frequency of the current to the load in a 
series of 100Hz and 1kHz (consistent with operating 
frequency of the measuring transducer [1], the 
dynamic capabilities of the sources of current [2] and 
avoidance of the reduction of the polarization effect at 
high frequency described in the literature [6]). 
Presented voltage/s of the graphics was measured on 
electrochemical conductivity cell in item 1 to 2. 

The obtained simulation results are interpolated 
linearly to obtain a match between simulation and 
experimental data points and determining the relative 
error in each data item. For the actual measurement 
values when calculating the relative error is taken 
experimentally obtained data. 

The reporting of data in the parametric analysis 
starts after the initial establishment of the scheme. 

Used was also Multisim 11.0 software of National 
Instruments. 

Using parametric analysis one determines the value 
of resistor R, considering the minimum value of the 
relative error (the sum after absolute value of the 
maximum and minimum relative error of the 
measured voltage amplitude), for the value of the 
capacity of the double electrical layer of 20μF, in 
switching frequency of the current to the load of 
100Hz, the result is presented in Table 1. 

Continuing the series of simulation studies using 
the value obtained for the resistance one determines 
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the total relative error (the sum after absolute value of 
the maximum and minimum relative error of the 
measured voltage amplitude), for the value of the 
capacity of the double electrical layer of 25μF, 30μF, 
35μF and 40μF, when switching frequency of the 
current to the load of 100Hz and 1kHz, the results are 
presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Data type // error  
Relative 

error [%], at 
100Hz 

Relative 
error [%], at 

1kHz 
at С`=С``= 20µF 
and R=591Ω 1,45 11,51 

at С`=С``= 25µF 
and R=591Ω 2,98 11,33 

at С`=С``= 30µF 
and R=591Ω 4,02 11,21 

at С`=С``= 35µF 
and R=591Ω 4,76 11,13 si

m
ul

at
io

n 

at С`=С``= 40µF 
and R=591Ω 5,32 11,06 

 
Comparison between simulation data obtained 

after linear interpolation and experimental data, at 
switching frequency of the current to the load of 
100Hz is presented in graphic form in Fig. 9. 

Using the value obtained for the resistance of 
resistor R and the corresponding value of the capacity 
of the double electrical layer a series of simulation 

studies are carried out to determine the distribution of 
relative error during normal operation. 

Upon a current switching frequency to the load of 
100Hz, the distribution of relative error is presented in 
Fig. 10 and the estimated maximum relative error is 
presented in Table 2. The resulting maximum relative 
error in the positive current pulse is -13.57% and at 
the negative current pulse is 19.46%. 

Upon a current switching frequency to the load of 
1000Hz, the distribution of relative error is presented 
in Fig. 11 and the estimated maximum relative error is 
presented in Table 3. The resulting maximum relative 
error in the positive current pulse is -20,91% and at 
the negative current pulse is 15,58%. 

 
Table 2 

Data type // error 
Relative 

error 
 „+” [%] 

Relative 
error 

 „-” [%] 

Relative 
error 
 [%]  

at С`=С``= 20µF 
and R=591Ω  

-11,92 17,80 29,73 

at С`=С``= 25µF 
and R=591Ω 

-12,57 18,46 31,03 

at С`=С``= 30µF 
and R=591Ω 

-13,01 18,90 31,91 

at С`=С``= 35µF 
and R=591Ω 

-13,33 19,22 32,55 si
m

ul
at

io
n 

at С`=С``= 40µF 
and R=591Ω 

-13,57 19,46 33,03 

 

 
 Experimental data   (3) at С`=С``= 30µF and R=591Ω 

 (1) at С`=С``= 20µF and R=591Ω   (4) at С`=С``= 35µF and R=591Ω 
 (2) at С`=С``= 25µF and R=591Ω   (5) at С`=С``= 40µF and R=591Ω 

Fig. 9. Comparison between obtained simulation data after linear interpolation, and experimental data. 
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 Experimental data   (3) at С`=С``= 30µF and R=591Ω 

 (1) at С`=С``= 20µF and R=591Ω   (4) at С`=С``= 35µF and R=591Ω 
 (2) at С`=С``= 25µF and R=591Ω   (5) at С`=С``= 40µF and R=591Ω 
      

Fig. 10. Experimental data and the calculated relative error at an operating frequency of 100Hz. 

 
 Experimental data   (3) at С`=С``= 30µF and  R=591Ω 

 (1) at С`=С``= 20µF and R=591Ω   (4) at С`=С``= 35µF and R=591Ω 
 (2) at С`=С``= 25µF and R=591Ω   (5) at С`=С``= 40µF and R=591Ω 
      

Fig. 11. Experimental data and the calculated relative error at an operating frequency of 1kHz. 
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Table 3 

Data type // error 
Relative 

error 
„+” [%] 

Relative 
error 

„-” [%] 

Relative 
error 
[%] 

at С`=С``= 20µF 
and R=591Ω  -20,66 15,45 36,11 

at С`=С``= 25µF 
and R=591Ω -20,76 15,50 36,26 

at С`=С``= 30µF 
and R=591Ω -20,83 15,53 36,36 

at С`=С``= 35µF 
and R=591Ω -20,88 15,56 36,44 si

m
ul

at
io

n 

at С`=С``= 40µF 
and R=591Ω -20,91 15,57 36,49 

 
„+” - positive current pulse 
„-” - negative current pulse 

III. Conclusions 
Based on experimental studies carried out and 

simulation obtained results there has been a proposed 
electrochemical conductivity cell model, suitable for 
use in a "PSPICE" environment, giving the possibility 
for application in modern automated systems for 
development of electronic circuits upon frequency 
method for conductivity conversion of aqueous 
solutions with operating frequency from 100Hz to 
1kHz and the use of conductivity steel cell with a 
constant equal to 0.9 cm-1, electrodes made of 
stainless steel 1.4571 (316Ti) and body cell made of 
Teflon, with a relative error of ± 21%. 
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Multi-channel electronic device for temperature monitoring 

Tsanko V. Karadzhov, Ivelina S. Balabanova, Miroslav S. Slavov 

 
Temperature monitoring devices have a wide range of applications both in daily round of 

routines and industrial activities. This necessitates the development of devices with greater scope of 
functional features. A new type of related electronic device has been developed whose design 
incorporates a microprocessor system for measuring four temperature ranges by using 8-bit 
microcontroller PIC18F452. The device employs the principle of temperature-to-voltage conversion 
and data output is displayed on a LCD alpha-numeric display. 

Многоканален електронен уред за измерване на температура (Цанко В. Караджов, 
Ивелина С. Балабанова, Мирослав С. Славов). Схемите и уредите за измерване на 
температура намират широко приложение в ежедневието на човека и съвременната 
промишленост. Това налага да се проектират и разработват такива уреди с по-големи 
функционални възможности. Разработен е електронен уред с микропроцесорна система за 
измерване на четири температури като е използван 8 битов микроконтролер PIC18F452. 
Разработеният уред работи на принципа на преобразуване на температурата в напрежение. 
Информацията се изобразява на двуредов течнокристален буквеноцифров дисплей. 

 

Introduction 
Temperature is quantity which characterizes the 

level of heat accumulated by the objects and is 
determined by the internal kinetic energy of 
molecules’ chaotic movement. The need to have 
temperature measured has been present ever since 
ancient times. Temperature as such cannot be 
measured directly; its measurement is usually done by 
comparing more than one heated object whereby 
certain physical phenomenon, which is dependent on 
temperature, is used as reference for comparison. 
Most thermometers make use of the property of 
bodies to expand with the rise of temperature. 

Very often requirements for specific ambience 
demand that certain temperature value be kept in 
particular bulk of space. These devices are thermal 
chambers combined with temperature sensor and 
heater. Sometimes a single sensor cannot provide 
uniform temperature throughout the entire chamber 
which in turn necessitates temperature measurement 
and monitoring at more than one point inside the 
chamber. For this purpose there has been developed a 
multi-channel electronic device incorporating sensor 
LM35 for measuring four different temperatures. 

Principle circuit diagram 
Different sections of the text must be formatted as 

described below. 
It is shown in fig. 1. 

Sensors of the type LM35 are precise temperature 
sensors in which output voltage is in linear 
dependence on temperature. Their range of measuring 
is: 

LM35, LM35A from -55°C to +150°C 
LM35A, LM35CA from -40°C to +110°C 
LM35D  from    0°C to +100°C 
Output voltage changes by 10 mV/°C. 

(1) V,.θqU t =  

CV/01,0 °=q  

Voltage from sensors’ outputs is transferred to 
operational amplifiers LM358 with coefficient of 
amplification 

(2) 51
1

2 =+=
R
RA  

Thus it is possible to utilize the entire measuring 
range of the analogue-digital converter of the 
controller. 

(3) V,.5 θ= qU OU  

Device operation is effected by 8-bit 
microcontroller PIC18F452 which features a 10-bit 
analog-digital converter. This controller has sufficient 
number of I/O ports and enough memory capacity to 
place the control program in it. 
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Fig. 1. Principle circuit diagram.
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Threshold voltages which determine the measuring 
range are VREF=0 V and VREF+=5,12 V. The input 
analog signal which is fed from the analog-digital 
converter is presented by 210 or 1024 levels. Voltage 
increment step is defined by the formula: 

(4) mV5
1024

12,5
210 ===∆ CCUU  

In order to have a step of exactly 5 mV a reference 
voltage of 5,12 V is used. 

Four measuring channels make up the function 
circuit of this device, each of which contains a 
temperature sensor LM35 and measuring amplifier 
LM358. Voltage from amplifiers’ outputs is fed to 
four I/O outlets of the controller RA0/AN0, 
RA1/AN1, RE0/AN5, RE1/AN6 all of which are 
configured as analog inputs. Inputs are switched over. 
At any point in time voltage measurement is taken at 
only one input. 

Block schematic (flow chart) of program’s 
algorithm 

This is shown on fig. 4. Initialization of controller 
is done first, followed by defining constants and 
variables, and allocation of respective memory 
locations for them. The next step in the program is 
connected with defining the I/O ports to be used. 
Assignments are made as to which outlets of the 
microcontroller are to be digital inputs, analog inputs 
and digital outputs. PIC18F452 features four module 
timers. Only timer 0 is used. It assigns time delays in 
the program which are used to synchronize operation 
of microcontroller and alpha-digital display. Further 
on the display is initialized. The main program is a 
continual cycle which is interrupted only when 
voltage measurement of analog-digital converter is 
over. Individual measurements are processed by a 
subroutine which is started whenever an interruption 
from the analog-digital converter occurs. 

Subroutine for processing interruption from 
analog-digital converter 

At the start of the subroutine a selection is made of 
analog input for a subsequent measuring. After that 
the result of the previous measuring is processed 
which includes hardware multiplication of the result 
value by a preliminary set constant and subsequent 
conversion of this result from hexadecimal to binary-
decimal code. The second step in this subroutine 
concerns the display of results on the LCD display. 
First all addresses to be displayed are selected which 
determines the position of each digit, including the 

decimal point. Then measurement values received 
from the registers of the analog-digital converter are 
visualized. Next measurement is initialized in the 
subroutine followed by a return to the main program. 

Fig. 2 shows the pattern of data display on the 
LCD. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Data display pattern on the LCD. 

Table 1 contains voltage values at the outputs of 
operational amplifiers for various temperature 
readings and fig.3 shows their graphic dependence. 

Table 1 
t, °C UOU, V 

0 0,012 
5 0,261 

10 0,510 
15 0,759 
20 1,008 
25 1,258 
30 1,501 
35 1,756 
40 2,005 
45 2,254 
50 2,503 
55 2,752 
60 3,001 
65 3,250 
70 3,499 
75 3,748 
80 3,997 
85 4,246 
90 4,495 
95 4,745 
100 4,994 

 

 
Fig. 3. UOU(t). 
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Start

Initialization of
PIC18F452

Defining constants 
and variables

Defining  the  I/O 
ports 

Initialization a timer 0 of 
controller

Initialization of LCD
display

Determination of 8-bits

Inerface to LCD display

Configuration an 
interruption of a 

controller
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analog-digital converter 

Starting the measurement 
of analog-digital 
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Empty operation NOP

Are there any 
interruption of 

ADCno

yes

The subroutine 
followed by a return to 
the main program.

Choice of an analog input

Conversion of this  result 
from hexadecimal to 
binary-decimal code

Address determination 
tremovalsl the value of 

first sensor 

The measurement values
received from the

registers of the ADC are
visualized on first sensor

Address determination  
removals the value of 

second sensor 

The measurement values
received from the

registers of the ADC are
visualized on second 

sensor

Address determination  
removals the value of 

third  sensor 

The measurement values
received from the

registers of the ADC are
visualized on third sensor

Address determination  
removals the value of 

fourth  sensor 

The measurement values
received from the

registers of the ADC are
visualized on fourth 

sensor

Staring to next 
measurement of ADC

Subroutine which is
started whenever an
interruption from the 

analog-digital converter 
occurs

Hardware multiplication 
of the result value from 

ADCx10

End

1

1

 
Fig. 4. Block schematic of program’s algorithm.
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Connection to microcontroller and control of 
LCD 

The alpha-numeric LCD has two lines each of 
which can contain 20 characters. It is intelligent and 
features individual control circuit: an LCD driver. It 
also features 16 outputs for the purpose of connection 
with a microcontroller and supply source. A control 
bus including outputs RS, R/W, E is used to operate 
the LCD module. 

These are connected to outputs RB2, RB3, RB4 of 
microcontroller and initialized as digital outputs. The 
data bus of this type of display consists of 8 outputs 
and serves to enable communication between 
microcontroller and LCD module. In our case the 
selected mode of communication is effected through 
8-bit interface. Display outputs DB0, DB1, DB2, 
DB3, DB4, DB5, DB6, DB7 are initialized as inputs 
and are connected to outputs RD0, RD1, RD2, RD3, 
RD4, RD5, RD6, RD7 of the microcontroller which in 
turn are initialized as outputs. At the start of the 
program the display is initialized which involves the 
selection of: 

- 8-bit interface; 
- Two line mode 
- Character format 5x8 points; 
- Increment of address counter by one during 

reading/writing. 

Device functions and features 
1. Measuring of four different temperatures; 
2. Digital indication of measured temperatures on 

alpha-numeric LCD; 
3. Possibility to control four external circuits 

depending on the preset threshold  temperature 
values; 

4. Possibility to keep constant temperature within 
certain bulk space. 

Conclusion 
Most thermometers measure only one temperature 

whereas this device can handle the measurement of 
four individual temperatures and control four external 
power circuits. The device will be incorporated into a 
computerized system for temperature measurement 
and adjustment. 
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Experimental evaluation of energy efficiency with LONWORKS 
network application in Building management systems 

Todor Ionkov, Hristo Stojanov, Evtim Ionchev 

 
A Control strategy, based on a variable pitch control, is designed. The strategy includes two dif-

ferent control structures and switching between the structures dependently on the operating mode. A 
hardware and software implementation of the control of the intake air flow in building air condition-
ing systems is proposed. The system is based on LONWORKS network and supervisor level includes a 
graphical interface, alarm processing, chronological record of the trend-data, log-diary of the system 
operations, the right to controlled access and data protection. The quality of the system is demon-
strated in real experiments in two work modes: normal work mode of the system - the behaviour of 
regulators is indicated during start-up and fixed/established mode and mode during disruptive exter-
nal influence - after establishing the system in normal mode an additional heat load is inserted 
through the fan convectors. 

Експериментална установка за енергийна ефективност базирана на LONWORKS ко-
муникационна мрежа в системите за сградна автоматизация (Тодор Йонков, Христо 
Стоянов, Евтим Йончев). Изградена е управляваща логика на базата на регулатор с промен-
лива стъпка. Стратегията обхваща две различни управляващи структури, като превключва-
нето по между им е в зависимост от режима на работа. Предложена е хардуерна и софту-
ерна реализация на управлението на входящия въздушен поток при системите за сградна кли-
матизация.  Системата е изградена чрез LONWORKS комуникационна мрежа и супервайзорно 
ниво, съдържащо графичен работен интерфейс, обработка на аларми, хронологичен запис на 
тренд-данни, дневник на системните операции, право на контролиран достъп и защита на 
данните. Експерименталното изследване на системата е направено при два режима на ра-
бота: нормална работа на системата – показано е поведението на регулаторите при прехо-
ден и установен режим и режим със смущаващо външно въздействие – след установяване на 
системата при нормален режим на работа се прилага допълнителен топлинен товар чрез 
вентилаторни конвектори. 

 

Description of the system controlling of 
experimental settings in terms of control theory. 

The block diagram of the experimental settings is 
shown in Fig.1 and includes four interrelated control 
subsystems: 

The subsystem for total air processing in air-
conditioned facilities consists of the following 
components: 

Rotary recuperator - by controlling its rotation 
speed, its productivity is controlled (by an integrated 
converter - 0-10V control signal), Heating coil – by 
controlling its flow passing through the heating coil, 
its productivity is controlled (by a three-way valve - 0-
10V control signal), Cooling coil - by controlling its 
flow passing through the cooling coil, its productivity 
is controlled (by a three-way valve - 0-10V control 
signal), Fan –by controlling the fan rotation speed , 
the speed (flow) of the air supplying the facilities is 
controlled (by a frequency converter - 0-10V control 

signal). 
The subsystem for generation and distribution of 

liquid coolant consists of the following components: 
Electric boiler – The heat agent temperature is 

controlled, Three-way valve for the heating coil of the 
air handling unit – the heat agent flow is controlled, 
Circulation pump - maintains a constant flow in the 
system of heat agent distribution, Three-way valve for 
the heating coil of the fan coil convectors - the heat 
agent flow is controlled. 

The subsystem for generation and distribution of 
liquid coolant consists of following components: 
Water cooling heat pump unit (Chiller) - the 
temperature of the coolant is controlled, Three-way 
valve for the cooling coil of the air handling unit - the 
coolant flow is controlled, Circulation pump – 
maintains a constant flow in the system for coolant 
distribution, Three-way valve for the cooling coil of 
the fan coil convectors - the coolant flow is controlled. 
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The subsystem for an air-conditioned facility with 
fan coil convectors consists of following components: 
Heating coil - by a three-way Valve (0-10V control 
signal), the heat agent flow passing through the coil is 
controlled and thus its productivity is managed, 
Cooling coil – by a three-way valve (0-10V control 
signal), the coolant flow passing through the coil is 
controlled and thus the thermal conductivity is 
managed, Fan - by three-speed motors the speed of the 
convector fans is controlled and thus the speed (flow) 
of air passing through them is managed. 

Characteristics – network, controllers and 
input/output modules 

The LONWORKS protocol, also known as the 
LonTalk protocol and the ANSI/EIA 709.1 Control 
Networking Standard, is the heart of the 
LONWORKS system. The protocol provides a set of 
communication services that allow the application 
program in a device to send and receive messages 
from other devices over the network without needing 
to know the topology of the network or the names, 
addresses, or functions of other devices [1]. 

The LONWORKS protocol is a layered, packet-

based, peer-to-peer communications protocol. Like the 
related Ethernet and Internet protocols, it is a 
published standard and adheres to the layered 
architectural guidelines of the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnect (ISO 
OSI) reference model. 

A network variable is any data item (temperature, a 
switch value, or an actuator position setting) that a 
particular device application program expects to get 
from other devices on the network (an input network 
variable) or expects to make available to other devices 
on the network (an output network variable). 

Each LONWORKS device attached to the network 
normally contains a Neuron Chip and a transceiver in 
an appropriate mechanical package. Depending on the 
function of the device, there may also be embedded 
sensors and actuators, input-output interfaces to 
external legacy sensors and actuators, interfaces to 
host processors such as PC’s, or an interface to 
another Neuron Chip and transceiver in a router. 
Figure 3 illustrates the components of a typical 
LONWORKS device. 

PCLTA-20 PC LonTalk® Adapter is a network 
interface device packaged on a standard PC PCI 

 
Fig.1. Block diagram of the experimental settings. 
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adapter card. It plugs into the PCI bus internal to the 
PC, enabling access to the network for network tools 
such as the LonMaker tool. SLTA-10 Serial LonTalk 
Adapter connects to a modem to provide dial-up 
access. Alternatively, the i.LON 1000 IP Server 
provides remote connectivity via the Internet, intranet, 
or virtual private network (VPN). 

 
Fig.2. LONWORKS Device Components. 

Gateways allow proprietary legacy control systems 
to be interfaced to LONWORKS systems. A gateway 
has a physical interface appropriate to the foreign 
system device or communication bus. Its application 
program interfaces to the proprietary communication 
protocol for the foreign system. The gateway 
translates between the two protocols as required to 
allow messages to pass between the two systems. It is 
possible in some cases for a gateway to convert the 
proprietary command-based messages of the foreign 
system to the network variable types used by the 
information-based LONWORKS network. A gateway, 
however, should not be confused as a device in the 
network. It is a foreign object and a link to a 
dissimilar system. Even if selected messages can be 
passed between the two systems, the link is far from 
seamless, provides a bottleneck, and introduces 
separate operating systems and network tools into the 
integration effort. 

Network configuration includes the following 
steps: 

• Assigning domain ID and logical addresses to all 
devices and groups of devices. 

• Binding the network variables to create logical 
connections between devices. 

• Configuring the various LONWORKS protocol 
parameters in each device for the desired features 
and performance, including channel bit rate, ac-
knowledgement, authentication, and priority ser-
vice. 

Figure 3 illustrates the components of our experi-
mental system. Dotted line shows LONWORKS net-
work communication. 

TAC X 511TAC X 282
TAC X 400 - 

Groupe

PC 

Altivar 61

Power meter

M

In/Out Module HVAC- Sensors/
Actuators

Router

Modbus

Lon Works

RS 232
RS 232

RS 232

TCP/IP

Internet

 

Fig.3. Structure of LONWORKS network modules. 

For management (control) purposes a range of 
programmable logic controllers TAC Xenta series 280 
and 400 are used. The controllers are programmed for 
a specific application and task and contain the logic 
diagram/scheme controlling the system LonWorks; 
they are also in communication and allow network 
connections. The controllers process  sensor signals 
and produce control signals to the actuators; the 
decisions are taken by following the algorithm and the 
tasks programmed into the controller. The freely 
programmable controllers have no preset 
program/schedule and parameters, but they are 
programmed according to specific tasks, parameters 
and locations of use. They could serve as zone 
controllers and could be used for more than one area. 
The physical inputs and outputs of these controllers 
have a fixed number (Xenta 200/300) or the 
controllers don’t have such input/output modules at all 
(Xenta 400). The inputs and outputs may be discrete 
or analogue (some modules have universal inputs), 
and their characteristics are set in the controller 
program according to the type of sensors and actuators 
connected to them. 

Supply air temperature control. Supply air tem-
perature control in “Air handling unit” with complex 
system responded by “Setpoint” and additional “Dis-
turb impact” – structure diagram. 

Field devices (3-way valve heating coil, rotary heat 
exchanger and 3-way valve cooling coil) control 
structure diagram is separated in two stages and 
showed on figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Control structure diagram. 
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STAGE 1: Air handling unit control during “start 
up” time. 

For both stages a setpoint value is calculated from 
nonlinear functional relation between fixing of four 
points (fixed points are changeable by curve from 
Workstation – SCADA system) and measured outside 
temperature (disturb impact). During “start up” time 
(fans are stopped) initialization block compare 
setpoint with measured outside temperature value and 
based on their difference in heating mode, opened 
heating valve (100% open position) for calculated 
time (4 seconds per 1C° difference). This “pre-
heating” procedure protects from freeze sensor 
activation during “start up” and also prepares the air 
temperature close to setpoint, when the fans are 
started and PID control is activated. There is no need 
for similar actions in cooling mode because freeze 
sensor is not active in this mode.  

STAGE 2: Air handling unit control during 
“running” time. 

After the “start up” time field devices control is 
realized by PID regulator with feedback correction 
connected to regulator input. The output is connected 
to “Logical control block” which allocates control 
signal to the proper field device [2]. 

Air flow control and Programming. Air flow control 
by multi-point system with variable step – schematic 
structure. After the “start up” procedure frequency 
convertors are controlled by multi-point system with 

variable step based on difference between “setpoint” 
and actual air flow. Control signal is created with big 
step “S1” (step deviation is possible to be corrected 
from workstation – 1-5 Hz), when the difference is 
bigger than „changeable difference”. If the difference is 
less then “changeable difference” control signal is 
created with small step “S2” (step deviation is possible 
to be corrected from workstation – 0.1-1Hz). Regulator 
does not change control signal value in defined “dead 
zone”. For each controller an own logical program has to 
be created, where connected modules and their 
input/output types (Analogue, Digital and Universal) are 
defined. It has to be done in accordance with the 
characteristic of the used field devices (sensors, actuators 
and ext.). Each input/outputs has individual name in the 
system and is seen as signal with current (individual) 
value. It is possible to define a signal (not connected to 
physical input/output) – constant or network variable. 
Input signals are connected to logical functions, which 
outputs are connected to the outputs signals. Logical 
functions contain constants, time schedules, logical 
operator and models of physical functions. 

Building Management System – Workstation. The 
operator station is used for dispatch monitoring and 
process management of the system controlling the mi-
croclimate with a graphical work interface [3], alarm 
processing, a chronological record of the trend-data, 
log-diary of the system operations, the right to con-
trolled access and data protection (Figure 5). 

 
Fig. 5. System parameters. 
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Analysis of the experimental set. The experimental 
examination/research of the system has been done in 
two work modes: normal work mode of the system - 
the behavior of regulators is indicated during startup 
and fixed/established mode and mode during disrup-
tive external influence - after establishing the system 
in normal mode an additional heat load is inserted 
through the fan convectors [4], [5]. 

1. Experimental examination/research of the start-
up and the fixed/established mode of the system. 

The assignments of the supported parameters for 
the study during both modes are the following: 

• Exhaust fan flow - 1900m3 / h 
• Supply fan flow - 1900m3 / h 
• Supplied air temperature 22.4°C 
• Heating agent temperature - 55°C 
Figures 6 and 7 represent an "Online Chart" of the 

discharging fan flow during ‘’start up’’ time and also 
after establishing during the system operation. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Exhaust fan flow during “start up” 

 
Fig. 7. Exhaust fan flow after establishing during the sys-

tem operation. 

2. Experimental examination/research during 
disruptive external influence 

The assignments of the supported parameters for 
the study during disruptive external influence are the 
following: 

• Exhaust fan flow - 1700m3 / h. 
• Supply fan flow - 2200m3 / h. 
• Supplied air temperature 20.0 °C. 
• Disruptive external influence – with constant 

power 3.2 kW. 
• Disruptive external influence time – 150 min-

utes. 
Figures 8 and 9 represent a "Trend Log" of the air 

supply temperature and the position of the heating 
valve during the impact of the applied external 
influence. 

 
Fig. 8. "Trend Log" of the air supply temperature. 

 
Fig. 9. "Trend Log" of the position of the heating valve. 

Discussion 
From the results of the abovementioned figures, it 

may be concluded that the temperature regulator 
controlling the rotation heat exchanger and the 3-way 
valve with the given settings maintain a satisfying job 
quality for the current task. Due to the preheating of 
the heating coil during the start-up, the temperature of 
the air supply is reduced to a minimum value of 
20.8°C (150 sec after the fans start working). After the 
start-up process is completed, the relevant regulator 
maintains the set temperature of 22.4°C  with a 
maximum tolerance at work 0.3°C.  

The subsystem for generation and distribution of 
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liquid heat agent is set to 55°C, showing that the system 
has the capacity to cover larger heat loads. The air flow 
controller reaches the assignment goal in 200 sec., but 
at work larger deviations of the actual values than the 
planned ones (100m3/h) are observed. The reason for 
that is the relatively small value of the planned flow 
rate, the greater sensitivity of the speed (flow) 
controlling sensor of the air flow, as well as the 
implemented  principle for velocity measurement of the 
air flow (by measuring the differential pressure in the 
adjacent duct). The accuracy in this case is satisfying 
taking into consideration that the flow of incoming 
(fresh) air is then summed with the flow of air from the 
recirculation chamber (with many times bigger value) 
before they enter into the incoming air chamber, where 
the speed (flow) of the air is again controlled before 
being taken into the air conditioned rooms. However, by 
appropriate techniques such as: filtering the input signal 
from the speed (flow) sensor, changing the zone of 
sensitivity (Dead Zone), changing of the “small step’’ of 
the regulator and others it is possible by experimental 
studies to improve the adjustment accuracy.  

The practical experiments were performed on 
laboratory stands shown bellow. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Experimental laboratory stands. 

From the results of the above mentioned figures 
might be drawn a conclusion that the deviation of the 
temperature of the incoming air during the disturbance 
reaches a maximum value of 0.5°C. A closure of the 
heating valve actuator is observed; and for 18 minutes 
it reaches the fully closed position (the temperature 
maintenance is already provided through the speed 
management of the rotary heat exchanger). The heat 
exchanger rotation speed decreases more slowly 
compared to the heating valve’s closure, as in 80 
minutes reaches a 10% rotation speed allowing to 
measure the controlled temperature. Taking into 
consideration small variations of the controlled 
temperature 0.5°C in a sudden heat load brought by a 
disruptive impact, the quality control can be measured 
as satisfying. 

The overriding goal of the LONWORKS system is 
to make it easy and cost effective to build open 
control systems. A protocol optimized for control 
networks, but generic in its ability to work with 
different types of controls had to be developed. The 
cost to incorporate and deploy this protocol in devices 
had to be competitive. The protocol had to be 
introduced in such a way that implementation would 
not vary by vendor as this would destroy 
interoperability. 

Conclusion 
Designed experimental control system for 

evaluation of energy saving algorithms in building 
automation, based on lonworks network, demonstrates 
high reliability of operation. Industrial network 
equipment (hardware and software) was tested for 
failures in 12 working series (72 hours each) did not 
show any failure. It can therefore be considered that 
use of lonworks network in high integrated building 
automation systems is appropriate. 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  

Contact properties of aluminium alloy bolted busbar 
joints with longitudinal slots 

Raina Tzeneva  

 
Various cases of high power bolted busbar joints (straight, angle and T-type) are investigated. 

The busbars are made of alluminium alloy T6101- T61 and are shaped by one or three longitudinal 
slots in order to increase the real contact area and improve the reliability of performance. Finite ele-
ment (FE) models are generated to analyze the contact pressure and penetration of the contacting 
busbars. More than five cases of slotted (classic design) and unslotted (new design) busbars are dis-
cussed and compared. The new designs include cases of one, two and three longitudinal slots in the 
busbars. A certain raise in the contact pressure P and the contact penetration μ is observed within the 
busbar interface in the new designs. Additionally, copper and aluminium joints with the same charac-
teristics are compared. Detailed tables and illustrations are provided to clarify the explanations.   

Контактни свойства на болтови шинни съединения с надлъжни прорези от алумини-
ева сплав (Райна Т. Ценева). Изследвани са различни модели на болтови шинни съединения 
(насрещни, ъглови и от Т-тип). Шините са изработени от алуминиевата сплав T6101- T61 и в 
тях има оформени един или три надлъжни прореза с цел да се увеличи реалната контактна 
повърхност и да се подобри надеждността им при работа. Създадени са модели по метода с 
крайни елементи за да се анализира контактното налягане и контактното проникване между 
контактуващите шини. Изследвани са и са сравнени повече от пет случая на съединения с 
прорези (нов дизайн) и без процепи (класически дизайн). Новият дизайн включва случаи с един, 
два или три надлъжни прореза в шините. Установено е значително увеличение на контакт-
ното налягане и контактното проникване в контактната зона при новия дизайн. Допълни-
телно са сравнени тези характеристики при медни съединения и такива от алуминиевата 
сплав. Детайлни таблици и илюстрации изясняват изложението. 

 

Introduction 
It is well known that bolted joints are characterized 

as packed in, efficient and reliable and could be easily 
adopted for connecting copper and aluminium busbar 
conductors into power joints. However, the contact 
pressure of bolted joints is distributed in a slightly un-
even manner in contrast to clamped plate joints. 

Another recognized certainty is that connection de-
sign, material properties and environmental influence 
could be outlined as the primary factors affecting the 
power joint performance reliability. Numerous litera-
ture sources may be cited in support of this and some 
of them, [1] and [2], have even analyzed a variety of 
factors to evaluate the performance and the degrada-
tion mechanisms of power joints.  

Theoretical background 
In practice, there is no such a concept as a per-

fectly smooth surface. All surfaces have imperfections 

and when speaking of metallic surfaces in contact, it is 
these imperfections that interrupt the smoothness and 
lead to the formation of localized metallic contacts, 
known as α-spots. These spots act like cold welds that 
are the only current conducting regions of the entire 
joint and the higher the contact force, the more and the 
larger the α-spots. Integrating these spots, it is possi-
ble to get notion of the dimensions or the real contact 
area.  

The overall dimensions of the contacting parts help 
determine the apparent contact area, but the problem 
is that the real contact area, also known as the con-
ducting area, is quite small, usually less than 1% of 
the apparent contact area. 

So, it is obvious that a sufficiently large real area 
of the contact is a predominant requirement for good 
connector performance.  

Various attempts have been made in direction of 
increasing the real contact area. One example is the 
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study of Boychenko and Dzektser [3], that have 
shown a way of increasing the area by changing the 
connection design. It has been proven that, if busbars 
are slotted, the actual surface area of the joint be-
comes 1,5 to 1,7 times larger than the area of unslot-
ted busbars.  

The slotted case, as shown in [4] and [5], also ap-
pears to have 30-40% lower contact resistance and 
performs mechanically and electrically steadier when 
subjected to current cycling test. The mentioned ad-
vantageous results of the slots are due mainly to the 
uniform contact pressure distribution under the bolt, 
which in turn enlarges the contact area. 

M. Braunovic applies this slots concept to typical 
high voltage 700 kV power connectors of stranded 
conductors [4]. Such connectors, used in a variety of 
power equipment at sub-stations, are made of two 
parts: keeper and current-carrying member, comprised 
of a grooved section and flat end (pad, tongue). Both 
parts are made of cast or wrought aluminum. The 
conductor is secured in the grooves by either high-
strength aluminum (7075 grade) or steel bolts. 

For clarity of reasoning, the unslotted case could 
be further referred to as the old, classic case or design 
in which the keeper is made of a solid block of cast 
aluminum. Any slotted case could be further referred 
to as the new, modern case or design in which the 
keeper is sectioned into two or three segments. 

The contact resistance between the components of 
the classic case is confirmed to be unstable by many 
field researchers. The large, rigid keeper is unable to 
keep proper contact with the current-carrying part at 
all times which leads to unacceptable overheating of 
the whole joint.  

Cutting slots in the keeper helps alleviate the 
drawback. The sectioned part significantly improves 
joint stability both mechanically and electrically, 
which is explained by the more uniform stress distri-
bution that in turn enlarges the contact area at the 
common interface. 

Similar contact resistance improvements have been 
observed through measurements in the cases of slotted 
current carrying parts (pads) [5]. In addition to the 
abovementioned improvements, there is the advantage 
of significantly lowering the chance of misalignment. 
The new design, with one or two longitudinal slots 4 
mm wide and 72mm long, raises the max contact 
pressure by 21% and the max contact penetration by 
20,7% for the single slot connector while for the con-
nector with two slots, the values raise with 11,6% for 
the max contact pressure and 15,7% for the max con-
tact penetration. Evidently, the true metal-to-metal 
contact area is maximized within the electrical inter-

face, the contact resistance is reduced and the new de-
sign appears to be more efficient. 

Several longitudinally slotted cases of bolted bus-
bar connections, Fig. 1, are discussed in [6]. All of 
them have bolted busbars with two or eight bolt holes.  

Modeling bolted busbar joints with longitudinal 
slots 

The present paper focuses namely on the cases in 
[6] and seeks answer to the questions how the slots 
change the contact pressure and penetration within the 
busbar interface and how the true contact area and 
contact resistance is influenced as well.  

a) 

 b) 

 c) 
Fig.1. Bolted busbar connections with longitudinal slots    

a) straight joint with 3 slots, b) angle joint with 3 slots and 
c) T-joint with 1 slot 

The new idea conveyed here is to modify the bus-
bars and the slots, and study the differences in com-
parison to the classic cases. Modifications include: 
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cutting slots that are 2 mm wide and 80mm long; use 
aluminium busbars that are 10mm and 20mm thick 
and have bolt holes with diameter of 13.2mm for cor-
responding bolts of 12.7mm diameter. 

The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software AN-
SYS Workbench is used as the primary simulation 
tool for designing and analyzing the mechanical 
changes related to the contact pressure and penetration 
within the contact area between two bolted busbars. 

The studied connections are assembled from the 
following components: 

• Aluminum alloy busbars (Young’s modulus Е = 
0,7.1011Pa, Poisson’s ratio μ = 0,35, width 80, 
100 and 160mm, height 10 and 20mm, length 
250mm, busbars’ overlap 80mm with 2 or 8 
holes of Ø13,2mm 

• Fasteners: bolts – Hex Finished Bolt_AI–
HFBOLT 0,5-20-3-1.25-N, steel E = 2.1011Pa, 
nuts – Heavy Hex Nut_AI–HHNUT 0,5000-13-
D-N, steel E = 2.1011Pa, μ = 0.3; washers –Flat 
Washer Type A Wide_AI- FW 0,5, steel E = 
2.1011Pa, μ = 0,3. 

Tension in each bolt F = 12559N. 
The generated models allow for the analysis of the 

contact pressure P[Pa] and penetration μ[m] within the 
busbars electrical interface. The following cases are 
analyzed: 

• Joint 1 – classic straight design; 
• Joint 1a – new straight design, 1 slot in one of 

the buses; 
• Joint 2 – classic straight design; 
• Joint 2a – new straight deign, 3 slots in both 

buses; 
• Joint 3 – classic angle design; 
• Joint 3a – new angle design, 1 slot in one of the 

buses; 
• Joint 4 - classic angle design; 
• Joint 4a – new angle design, 3 slots in one of the 

buses; 
• Joint 5 – classic T-joint design; 
• Joint 5a – new T-joint design, 1 slot in one of the 

buses; 
• Joint 6 - classic T-joint design; 
• Joint 6a – new T-joint design, 3 slots in one of 

the buses; 
The analysis procedure is required to go through 

the task of meshing where the type and attributes of 
the finite elements have to be selected. The following 
elements are selected and used for the mesh:  
10-Node Quadratic Tetrahedron; 20-Node Quadratic 
Hexahedron;  20-Node Quadratic Wedge; Quadratic 
Quadrilateral (or Triangular) Contact and Target ele-

ments for the contacting regions.  
The 10-Node Quadratic Tetrahedron element is the 

basic mesh constituent. Defined by 10 nodes with cor-
responding x, y and z translations it is well suited to 
mesh irregular geometries, e.g. the geometries from 
the CAD system Solid Works that is employed here. 
The 20-Node Quadratic Hexahedron and Wedge type 
elements that are used to mesh the washers have at-
tributes similar to the 10-Node elements but offer 10 
additional nodes that allow any spatial orientation.  

The 3-D contacting surfaces are modeled by the 
Quadratic Quadrilateral (or Triangular) contact ele-
ment. With an 8-node surface-to-surface contact capa-
bility, this element captures the attributes of the solid 
element to which it is connected, and easily models 
the presumed behavior of the contact region. 

The selected busbars contact type is rough. It is 
based on the assumptions of: full contact area with no 
initial penetrations; no sliding; nonlinear contact be-
havior i.e. contact separations due to changes in the 
load are allowed.  

Fig.2 shows the contact penetration for straight 
joint connection without slots a) and with 1 slot b). 
 

a) 

b) 
Fig.2. Contact penetration in straight joints                         

a) classic design, no slots, b) new design, 1 slot. 
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Fig.3 illustrates the contact penetration for angle 
joint connection without slots a) and with 3 slots b). 

The contact penetration image of T-type joints is 
presented in Fig. 4. 

All cases have been evaluated by comparing the 
max pressure Pmax and penetration μmax values for each 
one of them. Table 1 shows the comparison between 
the max values of the contact pressure Pmax and con-
tact penetration μmax for straight joints with and with-
out slots. Additionally, results for comparison with 
copper joints are given. 

The max contact pressure Pmax and penetration μmax 
values for angle copper and aluminium alloy joints 
without and with slots are compared and listed in Ta-
ble 2. 

a) 

b) 

Fig.3. Contact penetration in angle joints                              
a) classic design, no slots, b) new design, 3 slots 

Table 1 
Comparison of Pmax and μmax for straight joints 

  no slots 1 slot  no slots  3 slots 
Pmax, Pa 2,7e7  3,2e7  1,5e7  1,8e7  
% 100  115.4  100  121.6  
μmax, m 7,4e-8  8,5e-8  8,6e-8  9,4e-8  C

u 

% 100  114,1  100  110,1 
Pmax, Pa 2,9е7 3,1е7 1,4е7 1,75е7 
% 100 109 100 124 
μmax, m 1,2е-7 1,3е-7 1,3е-7 1,5е-7 

A
l a

llo
y 

% 100 108 100 112,4 

a) 

b) 

Fig.4. Contact penetration in angle joints                             
a) classic design, no slots, b) new design, 3 slots. 
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Table 2 
Comparison of Pmax and μmax for angle joints 

  no slots 1 slot  no slots  3 slots 
Pmax, Pa 2,9e7  3,4e7  1,5e7  1,8e7  
% 100 115,2 100 117,6 
μmax, m 8,2e-8  9,5e-8  7,5e-8  8,2e-8  C

u 

% 100 115,9 100 110,3 
Pmax, Pa 2,8е7 3,3е7 1,3е7 2,2е7 
% 100 117 100 165 
μmax, m 1,2е-7 1,6е-7 1,2е-7 2е-7 

A
l a

llo
y 

% 100 128,6 100 169 
Table 3 shows the comparison between the max 

values of the contact pressure Pmax and contact pene-
tration μmax for aluminium alloy and copper T- joints 
with and without slots. 

Table 3 
Comparison of Pmax and μmax for T joints 

  no slots 1 slot  no slots  3 slots 
Pmax, Pa 2,8e7  3,3e7  2,1e7  2,5e7  
% 100 117,1 100 119,6 
μmax, m 8,4e-8  9,5e-8  6,9e-8  8,1e-8  C

u 

% 100 112,9 100 116,9 
Pmax, Pa 2,8е7 3,2е7 1,4е7 2,5е7 
% 100 113,5 100 177 
μmax, m 1,2е-7 1,5е-7 1,2е-7 2,3е-7 

A
l a

llo
y 

% 100 121 100 183 
 

Discussion and conclusions 
As summarized in Table 1, the new design of alu-

minium alloy high power bolted busbar connections of 
type straight joint, with one or three longitudinal slots 
2 mm wide and 80mm long boosts the max contact 
pressure by 9% for the connector with one slot and by 
24% for the connection with 3 slots. The max contact 
penetration increases with 8% for the connector with 1 
slot and with 12,4% for the one with 3 slots. 

Similar results, generalized in Table 2, are ob-
tained for the angle joint connections for the same 
contact material. The max contact pressure for the 
connection with one slot is 17% higher and for the 
connection with 3 slots, it is 65% higher. The max 
contact penetration is increased with 28,6% for con-
nection with 2 sectors and with 69% for the 4 sector 
connection. 

The data in Table 3, for T-joint connections, show 
that the max contact pressure for connection with 1 
slot increases with 13,5% and for the connection with 
3 slots – with 77%. The max contact penetration is 
21% higher for connection with 1 slot and for connec-
tion with 3 slots it is 73% higher. 

Therefore, the true area of metal to metal contact 
for the 3 investigated joints with longitudinal slots is 
enlarged within the electrical interface which reduces 
contact resistance and leads to more efficient joints 
performance. 

Furthermore, copper and aluminium alloy joints 
are compared. Fig. 5 presents the contact pressure 
comparison and Fig. 6 - the contact penetration com-
parison. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison between contact pressure of copper and 
aluminium alloy joints. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison between contact penetration of copper 
and aluminium alloy joints. 

Based on these results, it is evident that the max. 
contact pressure and max contact penetration are 
higher for the aluminum alloy bolted busbar connec-
tions which is due to the lower hardness of the alumi-
num alloy. Particularly strong growth is reflected in 
the contact penetration, which will lead to a signifi-
cant reduction in the contact resistance.   

The contact resistance reduction is experimentally 
proved in [7] where the aluminium joints have dem-
onstrated a major contact resistance reduction of ap-
proximately 50%. 
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COMPUTER TECHNICS 

Best practices in cloud computing security 
Anatoly T. Peshev  

 
This paper (1) outlines security issues and considerations in cloud computing and (2) provides an 

overview of the best practices in cloud computing security. The paper presents scientific research 
within the framework of the currently running projects in R&D Laboratory on eLearning 
Technologies and Standards at the Technical University – Sofia. Cloud computing has led to a shift in 
how people think about IT systems architecture. Many organizations today are either implementing 
cloud-based solutions, or evaluating which cloud-based solutions they will be implementing in the 
future. This shift in architecture from an enterprise-based traditional server-based system to a cloud-
based system will have associated costs of entry and risks, but it can result in enormous benefits in 
savings and in IT and business agility. While there is а pressure on organizations to consider moving 
to the cloud-based services, security issues continue to be one of the largest concerns that 
organizations have about this move. Many organizations will need to apply best practice security 
standards that are far in excess of those that they currently implement with their on-premise systems. 
Data storage in the cloud also requires particular consideration. The regulatory environment within 
which many industries operate may generate particular issues with cloud-based data storage, such as 
legislation on data access. 

Добри практики за изграждане на защита при изчисления в облак (Анатоли Пешев). В 
тази статия се (1) прави преглед на основните проблеми при изграждане на защитните 
механизми при изчисленията в облак и се (2) описват добрите практики при реализацията на 
тези механизми. Статията описва извършените научни дейности в рамките на научно-
изследователските проекти в лабораторията Технологии и стандарти за еОбучение към 
Технически университет – София. Концепцията за изчисления в облак доведе до изцяло ново 
разбиране за архитектурата на информационните системи. Много организации вече са 
изградили инфраструктура за изчисления в облак или правят проучвания как да ги внедрят в 
близко бъдеще. Този преход от системи, базирани на сървъри в рамките на организацията към 
системи, реализирани в облак е съпроводен от съответните разходи и рискове, но може да 
доведе до значително намаление на разходите в краткосрочен и дългосрочен план. Един от 
основните рискове е осигуряване на високата защита на тази инфраструктура. 
Изискванията към защитата са значително по-големи в сравнение с класическите 
архитектури, като трябва да се определи и къде ще се съхраняват данните. Регулаторните 
органи в много индустрии имат и специфични изисквания за съхранението на лични данни. 

 

Security is one of the major concerns in cloud 
computing. To mitigate security risks while still 
gaining benefits from cloud computing, organizations 
can choose to focus on on-premises solutions (private 
cloud). Moving to a cloud-based platform requires a 
change in mindset for IT security professionals. 
Traditional security models include, among an 
essentially limitless array of security systems, physical 
security, firewalls, anti-virus software, identity and 
authorization systems and perimeter networks 
(DMZs). They can also be applied in the private cloud 

model. 
By taking a fresh look at security when moving to 

a cloud-based model, security practices will evolve to 
include the unique requirements imposed by the 
cloud, which do not map precisely with traditional on-
premises approaches. In spite of the differences in 
approach, it should still target security levels which 
are at least as high existing on-premises solutions, as 
the opportunity for architecting security into the 
cloud-based solution is optimal when changing the 
core of your IT architecture from traditional on-
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premises to either Private Cloud or Hybrid Cloud. 
In a cloud-based platform, regardless of whether it 

is private or public, organization is working in an 
abstracted and virtualized environment. The platform 
or software may run on top of a shared physical 
infrastructure managed internally (as in the case of 
Private Cloud) or by the service provider (as in the 
case of Public Cloud). The security architecture used 
by the applications will need to move up from the 
platform infrastructure to the application layers. For 
example, if Software as a Service (SaaS) application is 
provided by a public cloud vendor, there is no control 
over the software development platform or 
infrastructure and it is needed to consider and apply 
all available and necessary security controls at the 
application level. 

Because of what seems like excessive reliance on 
the CSP to provide robust security controls, Private 
Cloud might be seen to have an advantage since 
perimeter defence security mechanisms are available 
and are under the control of the organization. 
However, this advantage may be more apparent than 
real, since the highest impact security breaches occur 
internally, behind the firewall and other network-
centric security devices and therefore a cloud-based 
architecture should be seen as an opportunity to 
protect against all threats (not just attacks by 
outsiders) by assessing and architecting a security 
design that places emphasis not only on traditional 
perimeter security, but throughout the entire stack. If 
you take the approach that all networks are untrusted, 
then the security you put in place in your newly 
architected cloud solution will be more robust than 
your current design and align itself more closely with 
the threat landscape we see today. 

Whether the cloud architecture is public, private, 
or hybrid, applications must be designed so that they: 

• Expose a reduced attack surface 
• Run with least privileges 
• Validate inputs 
• Require user authentication 
• Enforce authorization policies  
• Encrypt data on disk 
• Encrypt data over the network  
• Encrypt data at the client application  
This process describes a methodology for how 

applications should be written before any move to a 
cloud-based infrastructure and, if these practices have 
already been implemented, the risks in adapting to a 
cloud deployment model are reduced. 

Security issues 
The Private Cloud model requires total control 

over all layers of the stack, which includes any 
traditional network perimeter security you might want 
to have in place. In a private cloud model, the cloud 
services are not typically exposed general Internet 
users (although they can be) and remote access to 
private cloud hosted resources is enabled through 
mechanisms used in traditional data centres (although 
a private cloud can host perimeter security devices 
hosted on a cloud infrastructure).  

In this scenario organization could rely on 
traditional enterprise security architectures and 
methodologies; however there are a number of reasons 
to consider a redesign of the security architecture 
when moving to a Private Cloud: 

• A well architectured and designed Private Cloud 
infrastructure would be prepared for an evolution 
to hybrid or public cloud computing in the 
future. This is the most compelling reason for 
adopting a private cloud infrastructure, since it 
enables a stepping-stone to a hybrid cloud 
solution. 

• Private Cloud computing typically uses 
virtualization technologies to increase hardware 
utilization and to abstract compute, memory, 
network and storage component from Private 
Cloud consumers. Organization should be 
particularly aware of any vulnerabilities to the 
hypervisor and the patches needed to fix these. 
There have been hypervisor vulnerabilities that 
have allowed a guest operating system to run 
processes on other guests or the host. 

• While traditional perimeter security provides 
protection from the Internet, it is often not 
configured to protect resources against attacks 
sourcing from within the organization. It is 
extremely unlikely that every piece of 
information should be available to every 
department and at every level in the hierarchy.  

• The most deleterious security breaches come 
from inside the organization and therefore 
treatment of the traffic inside the Internet 
perimeter with as much security as the traffic 
outside is required. 

• In a Private Cloud environment, it is possible 
that virtual machines will be able to 
communicate with each other from within the 
virtual environment and not send traffic over a 
physical Ethernet connection. To ensure that 
virtual machines only communicate with virtual 
machines that they should communicate with, 
network level authentication and encryption 
mechanisms should be used, such as those 
provided by IPsec.  
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• The host operating system should be isolated 
from all virtual machines contained within it. 
There should be no back-channels that enable 
guest virtual machines from communicating with 
the host operating system over either virtual or 
physical network connections.  

• The host operating system must be free from 
malware, and mechanisms, such as anti-malware 
software, must be in place to detect potential 
compromise. The host operating system should 
not have Internet connectivity, and any updates 
required for the host operating system should be 
obtained from a trusted source on the intranet, 
which has had the opportunity for scanning all 
updates prior to delivery to the host operating 
systems.  

• In a Private Cloud environment, guest virtual 
machines belonging to different security zones 
should not be hosted on the same virtual server. 
For example, if the Private Cloud virtual server 
is hosting Internet facing resources, such as 
virtual firewalls, or Internet-facing front-end 
applications, these Internet-facing guest virtual 
machines should not be hosted on the same 
virtual server as non-Internet facing guest virtual 
machines, such as those hosting internal database 
and collaboration information.  

Security Considerations 
With Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions as the 

most common nowadays, the security options that 
organization can control may be only at the 
application level. In a Public Cloud scenario, this 
requires a high degree of trust in the cloud vendor 
because they have complete control of the 
infrastructure and platform layers. While network 
security is not typically considered a part of SaaS, 
there is no reason it cannot be implemented in 
addition to application specific controls included in 
the SaaS solution. 

Storage and Data 
Although SaaS is not concerned directly with 

storage, you should ensure that data is encrypted as it 
travels across the Internet and if the data is stored at a 
Public Cloud vendor facility you should investigate 
their storage encryption mechanisms and their overall 
storage architecture. Specialist storage vendors 
typically store all of the data from all customers 
together and therefore the risks of data being accessed 
by another customer from the same cloud vendor can 
be high. 

Client Security 
As well as the SaaS software itself, it should also 

be considered browser vulnerabilities and 
compatibility. Browser updates should be 
implemented quickly, but should also be tested to 
ensure they are fully functional with the SaaS 
software. Processes should be put in place to test, 
evaluate, and deploy updates for critical browser 
updates. 

Cloud Security Compliance 

Privacy Compliance 
Depending upon which country the organization is 

in, people have varying rights regarding the data that 
it holds about them. Typically, an individual can ask 
to see this data or have this data destroyed and this 
data must be treated as confidential and not shared 
with other parties without the express permission of 
the individual. 

Geographic Compliance 
There are risks which come with international 

storage and these should be assessed and mitigated 
through contracts. There are also regulations that 
require the disclosure of private data to government 
agencies. Regulations which require privacy in one 
country are often contradictory to regulations which 
require disclosure in another. Geographic 
considerations mostly affect data storage, but may 
also affect data processing. Therefore it should be 
considered: 

• whether regulations are enforced based on where 
the data is stored,  

• where the data is processed, or  
• where the individual resides that the data 

concerns.  

Industry Compliance  
Industry compliance considerations are typically 

seen as an area where many cloud migrations 
flounder. Organizations such as financial and medical 
institutions typically operate under strict compliance 
regulations, so these bodies are always particularly 
aware of any issue that can have a regulatory 
implication. 

With Private Cloud implementations, there are 
significant advantages to be realized from this type of 
environment. One major advantage of implementing a 
Private Cloud is the possibility that data is no longer 
stored on the individual computers. With this 
fundamental shift in storage location should be 
enough to interest compliance officers that Private 
Cloud systems can make their lives simpler by 
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centralizing data in one area where it can be tracked 
and audited more effectively. 

Compliance Factors 
There are many areas that have to be considered 

when seeking to look at migrating to cloud 
architecture from a compliance perspective. 
Compliance factors in cloud-based environments 
include: 

• Platform integrity and security. It must be 
considered what possible vulnerabilities might 
arrive from adopting a cloud-based environment 
and the risks that those vulnerabilities might 
bring. With SaaS and PaaS, there is an element 
of shared responsibility for ensuring platform 
integrity and security that is shared with the 
service provider but with IaaS, the responsibility 
for this integrity and security falls entirely on the 
hosted organization.  

• Who has access to the applications and the data 
that those applications process? Just as on a local 
area network, it should be guaranteed that only 
authorized people have access to applications 
and data.  

• What access rights do privileged users have? The 
administrative staff of the organization providing 
the cloud service will need rights to the 
applications that run within the cloud service in 
order to manage the service. 

• Where is the data stored? Certain compliance 
regulations specify that data must reside within a 
particular country or region 

• What facilities are there for federated reporting 
and auditing? Auditing and reporting forms a 
central part of compliance checking and it is vital 
that any cloud service that is selected provides 
federated reports across the entire environment 
and can also generate and supply adequate 
auditing information for any likely investigation 
of your computing environment. 

Best Practices to Secure Cloud Deployment 
The most important task in securing the cloud 

deployment is the centralization of the data, 
application and identity management. 

Centralized Data Management 
It isn’t rational to manage access at every server, 

because many deployments contain hundreds or even 
thousands of servers. IT can’t really determine data 
rights and access rules. IT can, however, establish a 
role-management system with which business owners 
can permit or deny access relevant to business 
objectives. The regulatory environment has become 

increasingly stringent both for data modification and 
data access. This requires a new paradigm: one that 
will allow data to migrate to whichever server is best 
able to service access requests, while ensuring 
compliance at reasonable cost. Some of the 
requirements to consider for data management in a 
cloud environment are: 

• Fast access to data for which the user is 
authorized, and when and where it is required 

• Access not compromised by a natural or business 
catastrophe 

• Data discovery by legal governmental requests, 
assuming the enterprise can provide the data 
needed 

• Data Loss Prevention (DLP) is an integral part of 
the service offering 

• A service-oriented architecture (SOA) should 
enable easy data migration back and forth to the 
cloud 

• Identity of data must not include its physical 
location, so that the data can easily be moved 

• Location tags for data should be the logical 
country of origin, not the data’s physical location 

• Data backup and recovery operations need to be 
based on the data identity, not its location 

• Data-access rules can be created and maintained 
by the business owner of the data 

• Access permissions can be viewed by 
compliance auditors 

• Sensitive data can have audit controls for both 
modification and access 

• Separation of duties prevents the same 
administrator from modifying data and audit logs 

• Service Level Agreements (SLAs) need to spell 
out everyone’s expectations and responsibilities 

As an example, organization can use Microsoft 
SharePoint Server as critical communications channel 
through which people can get current information, 
with the ability to search quickly for the information 
that they need when they need it. Availability and 
reliability can be tracked with Microsoft System 
Center Operations Manager (SCOM) and other 
analytic tools.  

Because SharePoint supports both internal and 
external network connections, the server locations can 
adapt to suit the current network topology without 
concern for local, cloud or mixed environments. This 
deployment can realize the following benefits: 

• Supporting store growth and capacity needs by 
improving system stability with effective 
monitoring and reporting tools 

• Allowing store partners to work more efficiently 
and effectively with an intuitive portal interface 
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and easy access to information across the 
enterprise 

• Maintaining data security with enhanced 
document management and privacy functionality 

• Aligning store priorities with company 
objectives by integrating trends and growth 
reports with partner communications 

Centralized Application Management 
Web-based applications have steadily grown in 

importance, to the point where a new name seemed 
necessary for the combination of service-orientation 
and standardized Internet service interfaces – hence 
the term “cloud computing.” What’s new and different 
today from 10 years ago is the attention given to the 
value that’s available at reasonable marginal cost. A 
company no longer needs to develop Exchange 
expertise to have the benefit of Exchange services, as 
there are a number of vendors competing to provide 
that service. 

For a service to migrate easily from a local 
location to the cloud and back again, the application 
needs to provide a standard service-oriented set of 
interfaces for use both locally and in the cloud. This is 
why a cloud application was initially called software 
as a service. When a business application is 
undergoing a revision, it’s a good time to include time 
to review the application-interface specifications to 
see if they can fit one of the existing Web services 
standards. 

All authorization claims and authentication identity 
need to be shared by all resources, whether local or 
cloud-based. Over time, all applications will become 
able to migrate to the most efficient locale to meet 
their organization’s expectations. At that point, 
moving an application is a simple matter of changing 
a directory entry for the application. Provisioning 

resources is just a base functionality of the services 
provider selected. The cloud provides a virtualized 
view of the resources that looks like a single 
computer, one that’s never down for services, but 
could in reality be hosted on many machines or shared 
on a single machine, as demand requires. 

Identity Management 
Every organization should have its own identity-

management system to control access to information 
and computing resources. That identity should have 
the same weight for getting authorization to run 
applications in the cloud. 

External identity providers will typically only 
verify customers or other casual users. Therefore, the 
cloud identity system needs to track the owner of each 
identity and the level of assurance that’s given to that 
identity. Coexistence of services in local and cloud 
environments is only possible when the same standard 
service identity interface is used for authorization in 
both environments. 

Only a few organizations will be interested in 
creating their own private cloud service. For those 
doing so, the cloud identity solution will need to work 
across all divisions and acquisitions. While it’s 
possible for a cloud service to create its own identity 
provider, such a proprietary solution would take it 
outside of our definition of a true cloud service. 

These cases would need a federation gateway from 
each cloud service to link the external identity to an 
internal identity manager, such as Forefront Identity 
Manager (FIM), to provide a clean and quick 
authorization provider for each cloud resource 
completely independent of the original identity 
provider. Identity providers must create a list of all 
known sources of identity used to authorize access to 

 

 Fig. 1. System Center Operations Manager 2012. 

    
Fig. 2. Forefront Identity Manager 2010. 
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resources to be sure that any cloud services provider 
can accommodate all of them. 

The end-point application and data servers will 
need to be aware of the origin and reliability of the 
identity presented in such heterogeneous 
environments before authorizing access. Thus, for 
example, critical information can be protected with 
the organization’s own Active Directory while the 
external identity provider can be used for tracking 
customer behaviour over an extended period. 

Prototype implementation 
Within the eLearing R&D Laboratoy, TU-Sofia is 

implemented prototype of private cloud computing 
with those security considerations taken. The 
Infrastructure Layer consists of virtualization server 
with Hyper-V Server 2.0 installed. Within the 
software and services layers are implemented 
collaboration and eLearning systems and authoring 
tool. The operations layer consists of private domain 
with SCOM and FIM configured and the implemented 
Watchguard firewall is used the management layer. 
The firewall and the domain management tools 
provide the required identity and accessibility 
requirements. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Prototype Implementation of private cloud. 

 

Conclusion 
Private cloud-based systems introduce new 

challenges in authentication and authorization, as 
organizations must be able to identify users with 
confidence without generating excessive overhead 
related to account provisioning. Security decisions 
must be well defined and very granular, particularly in 
multi-tenant environments. 
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APPLICATION IN PRACTICE 

UTI-data logger for reading the gypsum blocks resistance 
Georgi G. Stoimenov, Boris I. Vichev 

 
An UTI-data logger for reading the gypsum blocks AC resistance is proposed. The UTI-unit 

functions in its potentiometer mode. In order to enlarge the dynamic range of the data logger three 
different techniques are realized: (i) three voltage followers are used; (ii) two referent resistors are 
connected using a relay with its coil being controlled by a micro-controller; (iii) a special software 
program is written with different linear equations for the separate ranges of measured resistance. The 
experimental results of measured resistance vs. referent resistance show a dynamic range within 3½ 
decades with an error of +1.5/–2.5 %. Such an error is sufficient for estimating the soil moisture 
content using gypsum blocks. 

Устройство за събиране на данни със схема UTI за отчитане съпротивлението на 
гипсови блокчета (Георги Г. Стоименов, Борис И. Вичев). Предложено е устройство за 
събиране на данни със схема UTI за отчитане съпротивлението на гипсови блокчета. 
Интерфейсната схема UTI функционира в потенциометричен режим на работа. 
Благодарение на три повторители на напрежение, два опорни резистора, свързани с 
контактите на едно реле, и специален софтуер с различни линейни уравнения в отделните 
подобхвати на измерваното съпротивление се разширява динамичният диапазон в рамките на 
3½ декади с грешка от +1.5/–2.5 %. Подобна грешка е достатъчна за оценка на 
съдържанието на почвената влажност с използване на гипсови блокчета.,  

 

Introduction 
Agricultural water management decisions can be 

improved by precise observations of soil moisture. 
During the last several decades the gypsum blocks 
have proved their capabilities for determining the soil 
moisture of terrains [1, 2]. A more detailed description 
of gypsum block principles, installation, calibration 
and use is presented in [3]. Their advantages are: low 
cost, allowing many replicates, can be left in field to 
monitor continuously, long history of reliable 
measurements, simplicity of installation by the 
grower, and well understood characteristics. Different 
electronic devices are designed for measuring the AC 
resistance of gypsum blocks, whose resistance varies 
in proportion to soil moisture or fluid conductivity. 
The gypsum blocks are often read manually with a 
hand held reader (data logger). The reader should be 
small, light weight, battery powered and should have a 
digital readout. Such a reader usually consists of an 
AC bridge and a converter for direct input of the data 
logger peripheral. Another technique of measuring the 
AC resistance could be examined using the Universal 
Transducer Interface (UTI) [4]. 

The main goals of this paper are: (i) to propose a 
low-budget UTI-data logger with a broad dynamic 
range for AC resistance of gypsum blocks; (ii) to 
present some experimental results proving its 
advantages. 

Block diagram  
The simplified block-diagram of proposed UTI-

data logger is presented in Figure 1. It consists of a 
micro-controller unit MC, an UTI-unit IC1, three 
voltage followers IC2-IC4, referent resistors Rref1, Rref2 
and a relay RL1. The universal transducer interface 
UTI functions in its potentiometer mode of operation 
Rx/(Rx+Rref). In order to enlarge the dynamic range of 
the data logger three different techniques are proposed 
and realized: (i) the voltage followers IC2, IC4 
decrease the output resistance and IC3 increases the 
input resistance of the UTI-unit; (ii) two referent 
resistors Rref1, Rref2 are connected using the relay RL1 
with its coil being controlled by MC; (iii) a special 
software program is written with different linear 
equations for the separate ranges of measured 
resistance to improve the accuracy of the system. 
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Figure 1. Simplified diagram of UTI-data logger. 

 
Experimental results 
An experimental testing is carried out using a 

number of precise resistors. The experimental results 
of the measured resistance by the proposed UTI-data 
logger vs. referent resistance are plotted in Figure 2. 
For resistances more than 1000 Ω the first referent  
 

resistor Rref1, is applied, whereas for resistances less 
than 1000 Ω both referent resistors in parallel are 
used. Each decade is supplied by a linear equation in 
order to correct the corresponding results. It is seen 
that the results cover a dynamic range of 3½ decades, 
which is sufficient for this set-up to measure the 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Measured resistance vs. referent resistance. 
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Figure 3. Logger error as a function of resistance value. 

 
soil moisture from so-called Field capacity to nearly 
Dew-point. The dependence of the error in percent on 
resistance values is shown in Figure 3. The UTI-data 
logger error does not exceed ±1.5 % within three 
decades from 100 Ω to 100 kΩ, but for resistance 
from 50 to 100 Ω the error may reach –2.5 %. 
Nevertheless the set-up achieved completely meets the 
requirements for the gypsum block-soil moisture 
meters. 

Conclusion 
An UTI-data logger for reading the gypsum blocks 
AC resistance is proposed. The UTI-unit functions in 
its potentiometer mode of operation Rx/(Rx+Rref). In 
order to enlarge the dynamic range of the data logger 
three different techniques are realized: (i) three 
voltage followers are used; (ii) two referent resistors 
are connected using a relay with its coil being 
controlled by a micro-controller; (iii) a special 
software program is written with different linear 
equations for the separate ranges of measured 
resistance. The experimental results show a dynamic 
range within 3½ decades with an error of +1.5/–2.5 %. 
Such an error is sufficient for estimating the soil 
moisture content using gypsum blocks.  The device 
proposed is suitable for other types of measuring 
instruments which deal with AC resistance, as well. 
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Optron voltage transducer for high voltage 

Vanjo T. Gourgoulitsov 

 
In this paper a DC voltage transducer’s scheme for high voltage is proposed. The scheme is 

implemented using optcouplers and it grants sufficiently good and reliable galvanic isolation between 
the high voltage and the low voltage parts. The converter is meant to be used in measurement and 
monitoring systems, as well as in systems for automatic control, used in transmission and distribution 
electrical networks. 

Оптронен измервателен преобразувател за високо напрежение (Ваньо Гургулицов). В 
статията се предлага схема за постояннотоков измервателен преобразовател за високо 
напрежение . Схемата е реализирана на базата на оптрони и гарантира достатъчно добро и 
надеждно галванично разделяне на високоволтовата и нисковолтовата части. Предназначена 
е за използване в измервателни следящи системи и в системи за автоматично управление и 
регулиране, използвани в преносната и разпределителната енергийни мрежи. 

 

1. Introduction 
Often high voltage (above 100V) DC and AC 

signals have to be monitored / measured or/and to be 
controlled in practice. The AC signals are also often 
with width harmonic spectrum. Besides the fact that 
the high voltage is not appropriate to be processed by 
the control systems, which are low voltage circuits as a 
rule, the high voltage is also dangerous for the 
employees. Therefore it has to be transformed in low 
voltage having the identical dynamic characteristics as 
the high voltage. 

 
Fig. 1. 

One of the possibilities is to use isolated 
operational amplifiers produced by several companies, 
for example Analog Devices. Some companies, for 
example LEM and ABB, produce and offer measuring 
voltage converters, but the bigger part of their 
nomenclature is for AC signals [1], [2]. 

The electrical circuit of a similar galvanic-isolated 
converter as the above mentioned ones proposed in 
this paper is distinguished for its simplicity and use of 
comparatively popular elements. 

2. Electrical Circuit 
The block diagram of the converter is shown in 

Fig.1. The circuit has shifted zero of the X-axis and 
characteristic in the first and second quadrants. Thus, 
the proposed schematic is implemented to transfer DC 
voltage having the opportunity to change its polarity. 

The electrical circuit is shown in Fig.2. The input 
resistor divider R1-R2-R5-R6 rates the voltage needed 
to be measured and then passes the obtained voltage to 
the operational amplifier U17. The values of the 
divider elements shown in Fig.2 are calculated for the 
input voltage within the range of -30 to 30V. If other 
values of the voltage have to be monitored, the divider 
has to be rescaled. Using optical transmission the 
signal is passed towards the output amplifier U19. 
Optocouplers U15 and U16 are used for galvanic 
isolation [3]. 

From the electrical circuit of the proposed 
transducer it is seen that widely used elements are 
implemented in it. The scheme does not require special 
adjustment except for the input resistor divider 
adjustment regarding the requirements of the next-
connected elements in respect to their sensibility and 
permissible peak to peak voltage values. 

The proposed converter may be used to measure the 
mains characteristics of transmission and distribution 
electrical networks. Also, it may be implemented as a 
voltage feedback in the control systems of active 
power filters used to improve power quality of the 
consumed electrical power or in the control of DC-DC 
converters. 
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3. Experimental Study 
Fig.3 represents the experimental schematic. Fig.4 

displays an experimentally obtained output 
characteristic of the implemented scheme when a DC 
system is processed. The obtained characteristic proves 
a sufficient linearity of the conversion. 

The circuit shown in Fig.3 is used to take down 
data from a high-power resistor. 

 

 
Fig.3. 

 
Fig.4. 
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In memoriam 

10 години без академик Димитър Мишев 
B това забързано време неусетно минаха тези 10 го-

дини. Макар че в живота на човека това е дълъг период от 
време, за тези, които познаваха акад. Димитър Мишев, 
спомените за него не увяхват. Той си отиде млад (на 70 
години), в разцвета на интелектуалните си сили и остави 
светла диря в научния живот на България. С огромния си 
талант, с енциклопедичните си знания, с добротата и бла-
гожелателната усмивка той ще остане завинаги в сърцата 
на неговите съратници и  съвременици, докато ги има. Ще 
го помнят в Машинно-електротехническите институти  
МЕИ (днес технически университети) в София и Варна,  
Минногеоложкия институт в София, Центъра за подготов-

ка на космонавти „Юрий Гагарин” в Москва, Пловдивския  и Софийския универси-
тет, в който той е избран за доктор хонорис кауза, в  Централната лаборатория по 
слънчево-земни въздействия при БАН, на която той е бил директор и която от 2003г. 
носи неговото име. Главен редактор на сп. "Доклади на БАН", академик на Между-
народната астронавтична академия, вицепрезидент на Международната астронав-
тична федерация (1980-1982), научен ръководител на експериментите и изследвани-
ята в областта на дистанционните методи, подготвени за полетите на българските 
космонавти, както и за спътниците "България 1300", мисиите "Фобос", комплекса 
"Фрегат" и др. Академик Д. Мишев е десетият учен в света и първият от бившите со-
циалистически страни удостоен с наградата на Международната академия по астро-
навтика "за съществени и дълготрайни приноси в развитието на космическите нау-
ки”. Носител е  на орден "Стара планина" първа степен (посмъртно) за изключител-
ния му принос за развитието на космическите изследвания и във връзка с 25-ата го-
дишнината от първия полет на българин в Космоса. 

Много сили и време акад. Мишев посвети на ФНТС като член на УС и  прези-
дент на  Съюза по електроника, електротехника и съобщения /СЕЕС/. Годините на 
прехода (1990-92) бяха едни от най-тежките за редакцията на съюзното научно-техни-
ческо списание „Електротехника и електроника Е+Е”.  Беше поставено под въпрос съ-
ществуването на списанието. Голяма е заслугата на акад. Димитър Мишев за възста-
новяване на работата му. С интелект, възможности и име той  успя да обедини колек-
тив от научни работници в редакционната колегия, основата на която работи и до днес. 

Тази година  акад. Мишев щеше да навърши 80 години. За нас той ще остане ви-
наги млад, с бистър ум, бърза мисъл, дълбоки знания и покоряваща  човечност. 

Да е светла паметта му!  

проф. д-р Стефан Табаков, 
заместник главен редактор на сп. ”Е+Е” 



30 години Съюз по електроника, електротехника и съобщения /СЕЕС/ 
предистория и актуалност 

  
Съюзът има интересна и дълга предистория. Това „летоброене”  е специфично. На 

седмия конгрес на Научно-техническите съюзи /НТС/ от 12–13 март 1982г. действително 
се приема нов устав, в който е записано, че приетото на петия конгрес на НТС /13 – 14 ап-
рил 1972г./ наименование на Съюза „НТС по енергетика, електроника и съобщения” се 
променя и става „Съюз по електроника, електротехника и съобщения”. 
 Предисторията започва преди 1972г., защото всъщност началото е поставено много 
по-рано - през м. април 1885г., когато започва редовният организационен живот на първото 
българско техническо дружество. В неговия устав е записано, че той има пет секции, трета-
та от които е Секцията по електротехника. 
 В периода до 1944г. инженерите и техниците имат различни организации, но основ-
ните са Съюзът на българските инженери и архитекти БИАД и Съюзът на българските тех-
ници. И в двата съюза винаги е имало групи по електротехника, в които много активно са 
участвали видни инженери и техници, завършили своето образование във Франция, Герма-
ния, Австрия, Русия. 
 На 27 март 1949г. се провежда Учредителен конгрес, на който се учредява Научно-
технически съюз /НТС/ с изградени дружества на териториален принцип и централен съвет 
/ЦС/с отдели. 
 На 16-17 май 1957г. се провежда ІІІ конгрес на НТС, а на неговия ІІ пленум /19 но-
ември 1957г./ се взема решение за създаването на секция „Електротехника” с председател  
проф. Иван Попов /стария/. 
 На 20 май 1965г. се провежда Учредителният конгрес на НТС по електротехника и 
се приема неговият устав. 
 И така, в резултат на изложеното, вече твърдо може да се каже, че началото на днеш-
ния СЕЕС е поставено преди 128 години – през месец април 1885г. До тук с историята. 
 Какво е сега СЕЕС? – Това е неправителствено, неполитическо, творческо- професи-
онално сдружение с нестопанска цел, регистрирано в частна полза, т.е. в полза на своите 
членове. 

СЕЕС е член на Федерацията на научно-техническите съюзи (ФНТС) в България. 
 Главните цели на СЕЕС са: 

• да обединява усилията на своите членове и да подпомага създаването на условия за 
творческо-професионалното им развитие и усъвършенстване и за ефективно участие 
в изграждането на гражданско общество като консултант и добронамерен коректив 
на държавната политика в областта на науката и икономиката;  

• да съдейства за издигане на авторитета на електротехниката, електрониката и съоб-
щенията в обществото, да формира мнения за тяхното развитие и да ги отстоява 
пред държавните и местните институции.  

Целите и задачите, записани в Устава на СЕЕС, както и реализацията им с постигнатите 
положителни резултати ще бъдат подробно анализирани на предстоящото на 29 юни 2013г. 
Общо събрание. Предстои сериозна подготовка н за него. Очакват се сериозни дискусии и 
приемане на решения за по- нататъшното успешно развитие на Съюза. 

     доц. д-р инж. Иван Василев – изп. директор на СЕЕС  
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General information, topics 

The PEP TET 2013 symposium is devoted to scientific 
and technical problems of energy efficiency and of 
renewable energy systems, smart grids, energy efficient 
vehicles, development of new processes and materials in 
energy devices, as well as of the methods of storage and 
transportation of the energy including wireless energy 
transfer and other new clean and energy-efficient 
technologies.  

This symposium is an international forum for scientists, 
researchers, industrial experts to share new research 
results and experience in construction and investigation 
on renewable energy sources and efficient technologies. 

The participants will be researchers and industrial 
experts from physics, chemistry and materials science, 
electronics, electrical, power, chemical and mechanical 
engineering, etc. 

Language  
The working language of the symposium will be English. 

Remote participation in the Symposium 

When the presenter of an accepted paper with payment for 
participation is unable to attend the Symposium, the 
author can sent his presentation, completed with video 
disc/file. 

Exhibition   
There is possibility to include in the Symposium 
Program some Company Presentations on request to 
Organizing Committee before September 10, 2013.  

The National Home of Science and Technology working 
for PEPTET symposium will provide exhibition stands 
and additional requisite under additional requests, if the 
request was sent before September 10, 2013. 

Deadlines 

10 May2013 
For abstracts of papers, published in 
Symposium Proceedings 

20 August 2013 
For the receiving of the full texts of 
the papers, together with the 
payment of the registration fees. 

10 September 
2013 

Pre-registration of the participants - 
as individuals or as companies,  for 
products and activity  presentation 

Contact information  
Phones: +359 2 987 9767; +359 895 537 899; 

 +359 899 902 510 
Fax: +359 2 975 32 01 
E-mail:  peptet2013@mail.bg; gmmladenov@abv.bg; 
  ceec@mail.bg; eligeorg@abv.bg 
http://www.peptet2013.org 
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